while village streets of New York were in unusual uproar and turmoil of
reconstruction—new subways, taller buildings all soon to be gripped and
paralysed in the now rapidly spreading panic. The little lovanna had heard
of the Empire State Skyscraper as the ultimate. As we caught a glimpse
of it her face fell. 'Daddy,* said she, 'they could have made it higher—
couldn't they? . , . Then why didn't they?' You see that is really all
'height* can really 'mount to'.
SIGNIFICANT INSIGNIFICANCE
Seen here in New York is the same architectural insignificance found
all along the wayside from coast to coast except bigger and better insig-
nificance in every way. The insignificance we had seen all along the line
had some rights. None here. There in the greatest metropolis of the
U.S.A., in ambitious but fatal variety, is the same deadly monotony.
Man-eating skyscrapers were all tall but seeking false feudal monumental
mass for 1929 rivetted steel skeletons. This utter contradiction of struc-
ture and idea is what is most remarkable everywhere in New York.
Chicago architects long before had discovered the possibility of using iron
and steel to make a stone and brick building stand up so it could go on
making masonry faces at admiring throngs all the way up, piling storey
on storey. Of course, the tenuous open steel frame of these tall buildings
is, in character, the reverse of feudal masonry mass. Lightness, openness
and tenuous strength combined are its building characteristics. These
ought to be associated never with heavy stone or concrete as the building
code still insists it shall be? but with light insulated covering metals with
glass insertion instead of heavy walls. The whole be so designed and the
fabric so insulated as to emphasize the pattern of the structure itself and
with a fresh beauty not belie the way it was actually built. An old, old
story now, this pet American falsehood. Masonry materials do not only
belie such steel structures but the practice is really a threat to the life of
the structure itself by adding enormous useless weight to the frame of the
whole. That very human equation, the factor of safety—really it is as
Dankmar Adler used to say 'the factor of ignorance'—was seriously put
to work behind all this crowded mass of pier buildings and crenelated
tops of feudal masonry walls. The vaunted £sky-line' was a haphazard
anyhow. Its vaunted picturesque was a make-up of senseless feudal-masses
standing there on steel stilts to mask and belie the real appearance of the
purpose and character of the building itself and betray to all the real in-
significance of this new man-unit in the old style city: a Mad of bastard-
izing of great opportunity. The engineering was here functioneering,
with architects merely putting the architecture on the outside. Looking
in behind these false masonry masses .,. what, really, was it all? The
urbanite lost in urbanisrn, that's all—helplessly drifting toward extinc-
tion by the domination of the machine and its unearned increment.
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